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ENGLISH 206: INTRODUCTION TO POETRY 
Winter 2009, Tuesdays 6:00-8:30 pm, MC 359 

 

 

 

Darcy L. Brandel  

Department of English and ML  

dbrandel@marygrove.edu 

Office/Phone: MC 262 / 313.927.1447 

Office hours: M, T, W  4-5 pm  

Additional hours available by appt. 

 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 

This course is devoted to introducing you to the pleasures and complexities of reading, reciting, 

listening to, analyzing, and even writing poetry.  We will examine a wide range of poems and think 

about how they work, both as aesthetic objects in themselves and as sensory experiences for readers.  

We will discover how to think and write about poetry without destroying it in the process. 

 

This course is designed to realize all three major goals of the College mission: to develop in students the 

skills necessary to understand and participate effectively in the world; to foster in students the compassion 

to care about and respect the worth and dignity of people; and to promote the commitment to act 

responsibly for the building of a more just and humane world.  

 

 

OBJECTIVES 
 

1. Students will learn the basic elements of poetry, common poetic forms, and poems by poets 

from diverse cultural backgrounds. 

2. Students will learn to analyze poetic works using the vocabulary of poetics with sophistication 

and accuracy. 

3. Students will increase their appreciation and understanding of the structure and levels of 

meaning in poetry. 

4. Students will sharpen their abilities to write and speak about poetry with confidence and 

facility. 

5. Students will learn to discover new pleasures in reading poetry. 

6. Students will learn to work cooperatively in the pursuit of knowledge through participation in 

the classroom learning community. 

 

 

COURSE MATERIALS 

 

1. The following required texts will be made available to you for purchase in the bookstore: 

  Alexander, Elizabeth. American Sublime (2005) 

  Meyer, Michael. Poetry: An Introduction. 5
th

 ed. (2007) 

2. Additional readings will be provided in class and/or placed on our course Blackboard site. 

3. You will need a good college dictionary (American Heritage and Webster’s Collegiate are 

adequate choices). 
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ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADING 
 

1. Weekly Blackboard responses (10%). Prior to each class in which a reading assignment is due, you are 

required to post an informal response to the readings on our online BB discussion board. Your responses 

are due *before* class begins and must be at least 350 words (about 1/2 of a single spaced, typed page). 

The purpose of the responses will be to document your ideas about the texts as you are reading them, as 

well as to raise questions and to discuss connections and contradictions within and between texts.  Your 

responses are a space for you to explore personal connections and/or struggles you may be experiencing as 

you work through the readings. These responses are meant to be spontaneous and informal; therefore, you 

will not be expected to produce polished writing. Instead, they should allow you to explore your initial 

reactions to the readings openly, creatively and without fear or anxiety. 

 

2. Three exams (65%: first two 20% each, final 25%). Periodically throughout the course, you will be 

asked to demonstrate your close-reading and critical thinking skills on an exam.  Though the majority of 

each exam will take place in class, there will also be a take-home essay portion as well. The exams will 

cover relevant terminology, themes and literary methodologies up to that point. Additional details TBA. 

 

3. Three original poems (15%). One should be written using any of the poetic forms we discuss in class, 

the others written in imitation/parody of a specific poem or poet’s style. Two will be presented to the class. 

 

4. Attendance and participation (10%) in all class discussions and activities. You are also required to 

attend a public reading by Elizabeth Alexander at Marygrove on Friday, April 24. Additional details TBA. 
 

 

 

COURSE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

 

1. Attendance is mandatory. Come to every class and come on time. In a discussion-based class, the 

process of critical thinking and collective inquiry is as important as the conclusions reached. Therefore, 

in order to be successful in this course, it is essential that you attend class AND participate. If you are 

not able to attend, you are responsible for material missed, so make a friend on the first day that you 

can call to find out what we covered. Understand, however, that no summary of a discussion can 

replace your own participation in the classroom learning process.   

2. If I detect a pattern of absence, I will contact the Dean of Undergraduate Studies and your advisor in 

order to recommend that you withdraw from the course. You cannot pass the course if you demonstrate 

an extensive pattern of absence. 

3. We will usually begin with a check-in round, in which everyone will say a few words about her/his 

current state of mind. Toward the end of each session, we will take time to reflect on how our seminar 

discussion went: what have we learned about the topic at hand and about our own group process, and 

why does any of this matter? 

4. Using cell phones is not appropriate during class. Make sure you turn off all such devices before class 

begins. 

5. You are expected to complete all assignments on time. If you think that you will be unable to meet a 

deadline, talk with me ahead of time to negotiate a possible extension. Late assignments will be 

lowered one full letter grade. I only give make-up exams in cases of serious emergency. Your ability to 

meet the deadlines of this course will be factored into your attendance and participation grade. 

6. Plagiarism is a serious breach of academic honesty and discipline. Plagiarized assignments are given a 

grade of 0/E. Any student guilty of plagiarism or cheating is reported to the Dean. Such offenses may 

result in academic probation, suspension, or dismissal from the college. 

7. Students who need special consideration because of any sort of disability should make an appointment 

to see me; I will be as cooperative as possible in making any necessary accommodations. 
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COURSE SCHEDULE 
 

Week 1  

T Jan 13 Course introduction and syllabus overview; getting acquainted 

 

Week 2 

T Jan 20 What makes a good discussion? 

  Relevant readings: Poetry: 21-6, 36-45 and prepare poem by Collins 42 

Kahn, Michael. “The Seminar” (copy) 

Palmer, Parker. “Meeting for Learning” (copy) 

     hooks, bell. From Teaching to Transgress (copy) 

      

Week 3 

T Jan 27 Word choice, word order and tone  

Relevant readings: Poetry: 68-77 and prepare poems by Parker 51-2; Levin 54-5;  

Lux 58-9; Atwood 86-7; Hamby 87-8; Diaz 92-3; Olds 93-4;  

Brooks 98; Neruda 106-8; Szymborska 583; Clifton 591-2  

 

Week 4  

T Feb 3  Images 

Relevant readings: Poetry: 109-111 and prepare poems by Roethke 114; Arnold 115-6;  

Baca 117; Lowell 118; H.D. 118-9; Owen 122; Smith 123;  

Clanchy 128; Pound 129; Komunyakaa 611-2; Jordan 608-9;  

Williams 632 

     Williams, William Carlos. Selected poems (copy) 

 

Week 5 

T Feb 10 Figures of speech, symbol, allegory and irony; exam review 

Relevant readings: Poetry: 133-43, 156-64 and prepare poems by Snyder 143; Plath 145-6;  

Whitman 149; Pastan 151; Moss 151-2; Frost 370; Hicok 165;  

Kenyon 165; Alexie 174; Neruda 577-8; Shelley 621-2 

 

Week 6  

T Feb 17  *IN-CLASS EXAM #1; take-home portion due no later than NOON on Friday, Feb 20* 

 

 

Week 7 

T Feb 24 Sounds, rhyme, patterns of rhythm 

Relevant readings: Poetry: 183-93, 215-22 and prepare poems by Poe  197-9; Heyen 201; 

    Griswold 202; Madhubuti 205-6; Kingston 206-7; Chasin 209; 

    Dove 224; Burns 227-8; Stock 234 

   Stein, Gertrude. Sels from Tender Buttons (copy) 

 

Week 8  

T Mar 3 Poetic and open forms 

Relevant readings: Poetry: 237-44, 247-51, 254-5, 267-71 and prepare poems by  

Heaney 245; Peacock 245; Thomas 247; Mayers 250-1;  

Williams 273; Trethewey 274; Waniek 276; Laviera 284-5 

     Handout TBA (copy)   

 

Week 9 

T Mar 10  CLASS CANCELLED—SPRING BREAK 
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Week 10 

T Mar 17 *Original poem #1 due*; a close look at Eliot’s “Prufrock”; exam review 

Relevant readings: Poetry: 453-71 and prepare Eliot 456-7 

 

Week 11 

T Mar 24 *IN-CLASS EXAM #2; take-home portion due no later than NOON on Friday, Mar 27* 

 

Week 12 

T Mar 31 Study of poet: Langston Hughes 

Relevant readings: Poetry: 388-424 and prepare all Hughes poems in chapter 

 

Week 13 

T Apr 7  *Original poem #2 due*; study of poet: Elizabeth Alexander 

Relevant readings: Alexander, Elizabeth. American Sublime and prepare at least 10 poems  

of your choice from the text 

 

Week 14 

T Apr 14 *Original poem #3 due*; study of theme: border crossing  

Relevant readings: Poetry: 534-52 and prepare all poems in chapter 

 

Week 15 

T Apr 21 Wrap-up and review, course and self evaluations; pass out take-home portion of exam 

 

 

*Friday, April 24--Poetry Reading by Elizabeth Alexander, 8:00pm Alumnae Hall* 
 

Exam Week 

T Apr 28 *FINAL EXAM; take-home portion and response to Alexander due upon arrival* 

 


